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Rituals tf Manhood: Male Initiation
in Papua Nerr Gutnea

Gilbert H. Herdt

Sambia are a mountain-dwelling hunting and
horticultural people who number some 2,000
persons and inhabit one of New Guinea's most
rugged terrains. The population is dispersed
through narrow river valleys over a widespread,
thinly populated rain forest; rainfall is heavy; and
even today the surrounding mountain ranges

keep the areaisolated. Sambia live on the fringes
of the Highlands, but they trace their origins to
the Papua hinterlands; their culture and economy
thus reflect a mixture of influences from both of
those areas. Hunting still predominates as a mas-
culine activity through which most meat protein
is acquired. As in the Highlands, though, sweet
potatoes and taro are the staple crops, and their
cultivation is for the most part women's work.
Pigs are few, and they have no ceremonial or ex-
change significance; indigenous marsupials, such
:ls possum and tree kangaroo, provide necessary

meat prestations for all initiations and ceremonial
feasts (cf. Meig s 197 6).

Sambia settlements are small, well-defended,
mountain clan hamlets. These communities com-
prise locally based descent groups organized
through a strong agnatic idiom. Residence is pa-
trivirilocal, and most men actually reside in their
thther's hamlets. Clans are exogamous, and one or
more of them together constitute a hamlet's
landowning corporate agnatic body. These men
also form a localrzed warriorhood that is some-
times allied with other hamlets in matters of fight-
ing, marriage, and ritual. Each hamlet contains
one or two men's clubhouses, in addition to
*-omen's houses, and the men's ritual life centers

on their clubhouse. Marriage is usually by sister
o<change or infant betrothal, although the latter
form of prearranged marriage is culturally pre-

ferred. Intrahamlet marriage is occasionally more
frequent (up to fifty percent of all marriages in my
own hamlet field site) than one would expect in
such small segmentary groupings, an involutional
pattern weakened since pacification.

Sambia male and female residential patterns dif-
fer somewhat from those of other Highlands peo-

ples. The nuclear family is an important subunit of
the hamlet-based extended family of interrelated
clans. A man, his wife, and their children usually
cohabit within a single, small, round hut. Children
are thus rearcdtogether by their parents during the
early years of life, so the nuclear family is a residen-
tial unit, an institution virtually unknown to the
Highlands (Meggit 1,964; Read 1954). Sometimes
this unit is expanded through polygyny, in which
case a man, his co-wives, and their children may
occupy the single dwelling. Girls continue to reside

with their parents until marriage (usually near the
menarche, around fifteen to seventeen years of
age). Boys, however, are removed to the men's
clubhouse at seven to ten years of age, following
their first-stage initiation. There they reside exclu-
sively until marriage and cohabitation years later.
Despite familial cohabitation in early childhood,
strict taboos based on beliefs about menstrual
pollution still separate men and women in their
sleeping and eating arrangements.

Warfare used to be constant and nagging among
Sambia, and it conditioned the values and mascu-
line stereotypes surrounding the male initiatory
cult. Rituahzedbow fights occurred among neigh-
boring hamlets, whose members still intermarried
and usually initiated their sons together. At the
same time, though, hamlets also united against

enemy tribes and in staging war parties against

them. Hence, warfare, marriage, and initiation
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were interlocking institutions; the effect of this
political instability was to reinforce tough, strident
masculine performance in most arenas of social life.
"strength" (jerundu) was-and is-a pivotal idea

in this male ethos. Indeed, strength, which has

both ethnobiological and behavioral aspects, could

be aptly translated as "maleness" and "manliness."
Strength has come to be virtually synonymous with
idealized conformity to male ritual routine. Before

conquest and pacification by the Australians,
though, strength had its chief performative signifi-
cance in one's conduct on the battlefield. Even

today bitter reminders of war linger on among the

Sambia; and we should not forget that it is against

the harsh background of the warrior's existence

that Sambia initiate their boys, whose only per-

ceived protection against the inconstant world is
their own unbending masculinity.

Initiation rests solely in the hands of the men's

secret society. It is this organization that brings
the collective initiatory cycle into being as jointly
performed by neighboring hamlets (and as con-

strained by their own chronic bow fighting). The
necessary feastcrop gardens, ritual leadership,
and knowledge, dictate that a handful of elders,

war leaders, and ritual experts be in full com-
mand of the actual staging of the event. Everyone
and all else are secondary.

There are six intermittent initiations from the

ages of seven to ten and onward. They are, how-
ever, constituted and conceptuahzed as two dis-

tinct cultural systems within the male life cycle.

First-stage (mohu, at seven to ten years of age),

second - st age (imbutu, atten to thirteen years ), and
third-stage(ipmangwi, at thirteen to sixteen years)

initiations-bachelorhood rites-are collectively
performed for regional groups of boys as age-

mates. The initiations are held in sequence, as age-

graded advancements; the entire sequel takes

months to perform. The focus of all these initia-
tions is the construction and habitation of a great

cult house (moo-angu) o.t a traditional dance

ground; its ceremonialized building inaugurates
the whole cycle. Fourth-stage (nupo.sha; sixteen
years and onward), fifth-stage (taihetrryi), and
sixth-stage (moondangu) initiations are, con-
versely, individually centered events not associ-

ated with the confederacy of interrelated hamlets,
cult house, or dance ground. Each of these initia-
tions, like the preceding ones, does have its own
ritual status, social role, and title, as noted. The

triggering event for the latter three initiations.
unlike that for the bachelorhood rites, is not the

building of a cult house or a political agreement of
hamlets to act collectively, but is rather the matur-
ing femininity and life-crisis events of the women

assigned in marriage to youths (who become the

initiated novices). Therefore, fourth-stage initia-
tion is only a semipublic activity organized by the
youths' clansmen (and some male affines). Its se-

cret purificatory and other rites are followed by the

formal marriage ceremony in the hamlet. Fifth-
stage initiation comes at a woman's menarche.

when her husband is secretly introduced to addi-

tional purification and sexual techniques. Sixth-
stage initiation issues from the birth of a man's

wife's first child. This event is, de jure, the attain-
ment of manhood. (The first birth is elaboratell-
ritualized and celebrated; the next three births are

also celebrated, but in more truncated fashion.)
Two children bring full adulth ood (aatmwunu) for
husband and wife alike. Birth ceremonies are sus-

pended after the fourth birth, since there is no rea-

son to belabor what is by now obvious: a man has

proved himself competent in reproduction. This
sequence of male initiations forms the basis for
male development, and it underlies the antagonis-
tic tenor of relationships between the sexes.

It needs stating only once that men's secular
rhetoric and ritual practices depict women as

dangerous and polluting inferiors whom men are

to distrust throughout their lives. In this regard.

Sambia values and relationships pit men against
women even more markedly, I think, than occurs
in other Highlands communities (cf. Brown and
Buchbinder 1.976; Meggitt 1964; Read 1954).

Men hold themselves as the superiors of women
in physique, personality, and social position. And
this dogma of male supremacy permeates all so-

cial relationships and institutions, likewise color-
ing domestic behavior among the sexes (cf. Tuzin
1980 for an important contrast). Men fear not
only pollution from contact with women's vagi-
nal fluids and menstrual blood but also the deple-
tion of their semen, the vital spark of maleness,

which women (and boys, too) inevitably extract,
sapping a man's substance. These are among the
main themes of male belief underlying initiation.

The rituahzed simulation of maleness is the re-

sult of initiation, and men believe the process to be

vital for the nature and nurture of manly growth
and well-being. First-stage initiation begins the
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process in small boys. Over the ensuing ten to
fifteen years, until marriage, cumulative initiations
and residence in the men's house are said to pro-
mote biological changes that firmly cement the
growth from childhood to manhood. Nature pro-
vides male genitals, it is true; but nature alone does
not bestow the vital spark biologically necessary
for stimulating masculine growth or demonstrat-
ing cold- blooded self-preservation.

New Guinea specialists will recognize in the
Sambia belief system a theme that links it to the
comparative ethnography of male initiation and
masculine development: the use of ritual proce-
dures for sparking, fostering, and maintaining
manliness in males (see Berndt 1962; Meigs
1976; Newman 7964, 7965; Poole 1981; Read
1965; Salisbury 1965; Strathern 1,969, lg70).
Sambia themselves refer to the results of first-
stage collective initiation--our main interests-
as a means of "growing a boy"; and this trend of
ritual belief is particularly emphatic.

Unlike ourselves, Sambia perceive no immi-
nent, naturally driven fit between one's birthright
sex and one's gender identity or role.1 Indeed, the
problem (and it is approached as a situation want-
ing 

" 
solution) is implicitly and explicitly under-

stood in quite different terms. The solution is also
di€ferent for the two sexes: men believe that a girl
is born with all of the vital organs and fluids nec-
essary for her to attain reproductive competence
through "natural" maturation. This conviction is
embodied in cultural perceptions of the girl's de-
velopment beginning with the sex assignment at
birth. What distinguishes a girl (tai) from a boy
hatulai'u) is obvious: "A boy has a penis, and a

girl does not," men say. Underlying men's com-
munications is a conviction that maleness, unlike
t-emaleness, is not a biological given. It must be ar-
ificially induced through secret ritual; and that is
a personal achievement.

The visible manifestations of girls' fast-
growing reproductive competence, noticed first
m early motor coordination and speech and
-ien later in the rapid attainment of height and
secondary sex traits (".g., breast development),
are attributed to inner biological properties. Girls
possess a menstrual-blood organ, or tingu, said to
precipitate all those events and the menarche.
Boyr, on the other hand, are thought to possess an
nactive tingu. They do possess, however, another
organ-th e here - hu - herehu, or semen organ-that
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is thought to be the repository of semen, the very
essence of maleness and masculinity; but this
organ is not functional at birth, since it contains
no semen naturally and can only store, never pro-
duce, any. Only oral insemination, men believe,
can activate the boy's semen organ, thereby pre-
cipitating his push into adult reproductive com-
petence. In short, femininity unfolds naturally,
whereas masculinity must be achieved; and here
is where the male ritual cult steps in.

Men also perceive the early socialization risks of
boys and girls in quite different terms. All infants
are closely bonded to their mothers. Out of a
woman's contaminating, life-giving womb pours
the baby, who thereafter remains tied to the
woman's body, breast milk, and many ministra-
tions. This Iatter contact only reinforces the femi-
ninity and female contamination in which birth
involves the infant. Then, too, the father, both be-
cause of postpartum taboos and by personal choice,
tends to avoid being present at the breast-feedings.
Mother thus becomes the unalterable primary in-
fluence; father is a weak second. Sambia say this
does not place girls at 

" 
"rirL"-1hey simply suc-

cumb to the drives of their "natural" biology. This
maternal attachment and paternal distance clearly
jeopardize the boys' growth, however, since noth-
ing innate within male maturation seems to resist
the inhibiting effects ofmothers' femininity. Hence
boys must be traumatically separated-wiped
clean of their female contaminants-so that their
masculinity may develop.

Homosexual fellatio inseminations can follow
this separation but cannot precede it, for other-
wise they would go for naught. The accumulating
semen, injected time and again for years, is be-
lieved crucial for the formation of biological
maleness and masculine comportment. This na-
tive perspective is sufficiently novel to justify our
using a special concept for aiding description and
analysis of the data: masculinization (Herdt
1981.:205 ff). Hence I shall refer to the overall
process that involves separating a boy from his
mother, initiating him, ritually treating his body,
administering homosexual inseminations, his bi-
ological attainment of puberty, and his eventual
reproductive competence as masculinization.
(Precisely what role personal and cultural fantasy
plays in the negotiation of this ritual process
I have considered elsewhere: see Herdt 1981:
chaps. 6, 7, and 8.)
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A boy has female contaminants inside of him
which not only retard physical development but, if
not removed, debilitate him and eventually bring
death. His body is male: his tingu contains no
blood and will not activate. The achievement of
puberty for boys requires semen. Breast milk
"nurtures the boy," and sweet potatoes or other
"female" foods provide "stomach nourishment,"
but these substances become only feces, not semen.
Women's own bodies internally produce the
menarche, the hallmark of reproductive maturity.
There is no comparable mechanism active in a boy,
nothing that can stimulate his secondary sex traits.
Otly semen can do that; only men have semen;
boys have none. What is left to do, then, except ini-
tiate and masculinize boys into adulthood?

Note
1. I follow Stroller (1968) in adhering to the following distinc-

tions: the term sex traits refers to purely biological phenom-
ena (anatomy, hormones, genetic structure, etc.), whereas
gender refers to those psychological and cultural attributes
that compel a person (consciously or unconsciously) to sense

him- or herself, and other persons, as belonging to either the
male or female sex. It follows that the term gender role (Sears

1965), rather than the imprecise term sex role, refers to the
normative set of expectations associated with masculine and
feminine social positions.
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CRITICAL THINKING AUESTIONS

1. Outline Sambia culture based on information
from the article: economics, social and political
organization, and other facets of life.

2. How do warfare, marriage, and male initiation
rites operate as interlocking institutions in
Sambia culture?

3. What is the purpose of male initiation rites?
How many stages are there in the rites before
the goal of adult male status is reached?

4. How do Sambia men's attitudes toward women
and sex contribute to the functioning and cul-
tural understanding of the purpose of the rites?

5. How do the Sambia explain their understand-
ing of the biological basis of maleness and fe-
maleness, and how does that understanding
affect their behavior?

6. Relate the Sambian ideas regarding masculinit)-
and femininity to those found in the United
States.


